A physically motivated resource theory of coherence under operations which do not use coherence has been recently proposed. Any quantum process involving operations that do not use coherence can be simulated easily with a classical probability distribution. We consider the task of classical communication over a quantum channel and examine the loss in the classical capacity of the channel if the receiver is only allowed to perform operations that do not use coherence. We show that the loss in the classical capacity of the channel is given by the loss of coherence due to mixing according to the relative entropy measure. Subsequently, we show for bipartite separable quantum states, ρ = x pxρxa ⊗ ρ xb , basis dependent discord δ(A ← B) is bounded above by the loss of coherence x pxCr(ρ xb ) − Cr( x pxρ xb ) on Bob side. Using this relation, we derive the complementarity relation of quantum discord D(A ← B) and accessible information H(X : Ymax) on Bob's side. We proved that the sum of quantum discord and accessible information is bounded by Holevo Bound.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherence is one of the basic features of quantum mechanics that distinguishes it from classical physics. Preserving and monitoring it are the fundamental challenges for the physical applications of quantum principles. Although it is fundamental to optics [1, 2] , a rigorous mathematical formulation of coherence as a quantum resource has been achieved only recently [3, 4] . In a remarkable paper, Baumgratz, Cramer and Plenio [4, 5] defined incoherent states as the states whose density matrix written in a chosen basis |i , do not have any off diagonal elements: ρ = i p i |i i| . Akin to entanglement not increasing under local operation and classical communication (LOCC) [6] , incoherent operations have been defined as operations that map an incoherent state to an incoherent state. Two different coherence measures, relative entropy and l 1 norm have been proposed, satisfying several monotonicity properties under incoherent operations [4] . A scheme has been demonstrated for evaluating skew information based coherence measure experimentally for finite dimensional system [17] . Operational meaning of coherence in terms of the tasks like coherence distillation and coherence cost under incoherent operation [8] and noise needed to completely erase the coherence of a quantum state [9] has been achieved. Operational meaning of l 1 norm measure has also been explored extensively [7] . It has been shown that coherence is a necessary resource for generating entanglement using incoherent operations [10] . Distribution of coherence for multi-partite quantum systems and monogamy relations has been derived [14] . A unified theory of quantum correlations and coherence has been achieved [15] . Quantum discord * ashutoshgoswami841@gmail.com † pprasanta@iiserkol.ac.in is a measure of quantum correlations between two parties A and B [22, 23] . It is invariant under local unitary transformations and computing it is NP complete [24] . A basis independent measure of coherence for multipartite system has been proposed [13] and shown to be equal to the distance measure of quantum discord [16] . Interestingly, the upper bound on quantum discord that can be generated by incoherent operations has also been derived [12] .
A physically motivated resource theory of coherence utilizing operations that do not use coherence has been initiated recently [11] . These are the operations, that do not use off-diagonal elements of a density matrix with respect to a reference basis {|i }. There exists at least one Kraus representation {K l } for such operations such that tr(K l ρK l † ) = tr(K l ρ dK l † ) holds for all l and any density matrix ρ, with ρ d = i |i i| ρ |i i| [11] . Since the action of these operations is limited to only diagonal elements of a density matrix, using them in quantum protocols lead to certain disadvantage or loss. In this paper, we consider classical communication over a quantum channel. The process of communication can be described as: Alice picks a state from the ensemble ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ......, ρ n according to the probability distribution p 1 , p 2 , ........, p n and sends it to Bob. Bob's task is to perform a measurement Y and infer the state Alice has prepared. The Holevo bound S( x p x ρ x ) − x p x s(ρ x ) is the upper bound on the information gain about X after performing a measurement Y , known as classical capacity of the quantum channel [18] . This bound can be achieved in the asymptotic limit [26, 27] . It has been proved that if Bob is allowed to only perform operations, which do not use off diagonal elements of a density matrix, the loss in the classical capacity of the quantum channel is given by the decoherence or loss of coherence (due to mixing) according to the relative entropy measure of coherence. Loss of coherence due to mixing is the difference between coherence of formation of the ensemble {p x , ρ x } and coherence of the mixed density matrix x p x ρ x .
Subsequently, we establish the relation between loss of coherence due to mixing and the basis dependent quantum discord [22, 23] . The basis dependent discord for a bipartite system ρ AB is the difference between the quantum mutual information I(A : B) and classical mutual information J(A : B) in a chosen basis {|i }. The basis independent discord, the minimum value of the basis dependent discord over all bases, has been recognized as a measure of quantum correlation, which can be present even in separable density matrices. However, it does not qualify as a robust measure of quantum correlation as it can be increased under local operations [25] . This poses the question under which set of operations discord does not increases and a significant set of these operations has been recognized [11] . We show that for a separable system ρ = x p x ρ xa ⊗ ρ xb , basis dependent discord is upper bounded by the loss of coherence due to mixing on Bob's side; x p x C r (ρ xb ) − C r ( x p x ρ xb ). We employed this relation to prove the complementarity of quantum discord and accessible information on Bob's side;
here, Y max is the optimal measurement for which accessible information is maximum. Thus, if Holevo bound is achievable by performing certain measurement on Bob's side, quantum discord will be equal to zero.
First, we briefly review the concept of quantum coherence, strictly incoherent operations and local quantum incoherent operation and classical communication (LQICC).
II. COHERENCE MEASURE
A quantum state ρ is said to be incoherent with respect to a basis {|i }, if it can be written as, ρ = i p i |i i| and a completely positive trace preserving map ∆ is an incoherent operation iff, ∆[ρ] is an incoherent quantum state, for all ρ ∈ I, here I is the set of all incoherent states. Based on this definition of incoherent quantum state and incoherent operations, Baumgratz et al proposed following monotonicity properties, any valid coherence measure C(ρ) must satisfy [4] ,
• C(ρ) ≥ 0 and C(ρ) = 0 iff ρ ∈ I.
• C(ρ) must not increase under an incoherent operation; C(∆[ρ]) ≤ C(ρ).
• C(ρ) must not increase under selective measurements;
• C(ρ) must not increase under mixing of quantum states;
Following are two measures of coherence satisfying all four constraints;
• Relative entropy Based Measure:
is the diagonal part of density matrix ρ with respect to the reference basis, {|i }.
• l 1 norm based measure: C l1 (ρ) = i,j,i =j |ρ ij | Incoherent and strictly incoherent operations: Any incoherent Kraus operator can be written as, is one to one. These operators are known as strictly incoherent operationK l . Strictly incoherent operations are identified as operations which do not use quantum coherence of a resource state i.e., for any density matrix ρ, relation tr(
any strictly incoherent operatorK l [8, 11] . Although an incoherent operation can never generate coherence, implementing incoherent operations that use coherence require quantum instruments (beam splitter) similar to the coherent generating operations [11] . A Local Coherence Measure: A notion of local coherence for a bipartite density matrix ρ AB has been introduced [19] . A bipartite density matrix σ AB will have no local coherence or said to be locally incoherent on Bob side with respect to a chosen basis {|i }, if it can be written as,
here, ξ k B is an incoherent state: ξ k B = i p i |i i| . Operations which map a locally incoherent state to a locally incoherent state are local quantum incoherent operation and classical communication (LQICC), which allows any local operation on Alice's side, but only incoherent operations on Bob's side. A measure of local coherence has been proposed satisfying above mentioned four properties under LQICC operations is given by,
here, QI is the set of all locally incoherent states. It can also be written as,
with ρ dB AB being block diagonal part of density matrix ρ AB in the chosen basis {|i } on Bob's side.
III. QUANTUM COHERENCE AND HOLEVO BOUND
We consider an ensemble of density matrices {ρ x } = {ρ 1 , ρ 1 , . . . ρ n }. Alice chooses a quantum state from this set, according to the probability distribution {p x } = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . p n } and sends it to Bob. The density matrix of the system for Bob reads, ρ = x p x ρ x . Bob's task is to perform a measurement Y and deduce which state Alice prepared. The maximum information that Bob can gain about the state prepared by Alice is the classical capacity of a quantum channel. We, first prove the following lemma:
Lemma 1: If Bob is restricted to perform only strictly incoherent operations, the maximum information that Bob gains about X is given by,
Proof: The post-measurement state when Bob performs a projective measurement in the reference basis Y = {|y }, on the density matrix ρ = x p x ρ x reads, ρ d = i y| x p x ρ x |y |y y| , here ρ d is diagonal part of ρ in the basis {|y }. The information that Bob gains after performing measurement Y is, H(Y ) = S(ρ d ) and the average information gain if Bob knows the value of the random variable X before performing measurement,
. Thus, the mutual information between the variables X and Y reads,
Now, if Bob performs any measurement using strictly incoherent Kruas operators, Y = {K l }, mutual information will never exceed S(
, where ρ d is the state of the system after performing a measurement in basis {|y }. This shows probabilities {p l }'s can be obtained from the post-processing of the state ρ d , hence must not contain more information than S(
This completes the proof.
Theorem 1: If receiver Bob is only allowed to perform strictly incoherent operations, decrease in classical capacity of a quantum channel is equal to the loss of coherence due to mixing.
Proof: As is known, the accessible information to Bob about X, after performing a POVM can never exceed Holevo's quantity, χ = S( x p x ρ x ) − x p x S(ρ x ); χ is also known as quantum mutual information [20] and this Bound is achievable in asymptotic limit [26, 27] .
It is evident from lemma 1, if Y is a strictly incoherent operation, Holevo's quantity for this set of operations is given by, S(
. Thus, in the paradigm of strictly incoherent operation, there will be a permanent loss in the classical capacity of the quantum channel (IL), which is given by,
Interestingly, this is equivalent to the loss of coherence or decoherence (CL) due to mixing with respect to the basis {|y } according to the relative entropy measure of coherence,
Hence, we have,
Thus, decoherence of quantum systems due to mixing is equal to the loss in classical capacity of a quantum channel when the observer has an instrument that can only perform strictly incoherent operations (SI)
′ is diagonal in the reference basis, the loss in the classical capacity of the channel under strictly incoherent operations is equal to C r (ρ).
It is evident from theorem 1 that for a pure state decomposition {p x , |ψ x } of the density matrix ρ, average coherence or coherence of formation for ρ will be minimum, when the loss of information IL after performing a measurement in the reference basis {|y } is minimum.
IV. QUANTUM COHERENCE AND DISCORD
For a bipartite system ρ AB , the quantum mutual information between A and B reads, Basis dependent discord, δ(A ← B) can also be written as [11, 12] ,
Thus, the difference between quantum mutual information and classical mutual information is equal to the difference between local coherence on Bob's side given by the LQICC monotone C A|B r and the relative entropy measure of coherence of the reduced density matrix ρ B . The local coherence on Bob's side given by LQICC monotone is the coherence of Bob's system in a multi-partite setting, while C r (ρ B ) is the coherence of subsystem B, when sub-system A has been discarded. For a separable bipartite density matrix shared between Alice and Bob ρ AB =
x p x ρ xa ⊗ ρ xb [28] , it is obvious that discarding Alice's system leads to the mixing of the quantum states {ρ xb }; ρ B = x p x ρ xb on Bob's side.
Thus, we expect the C (A|B) r will be bounded by average coherence on Bob's system; C (A|B) r (ρ AB ) ≤ x p x C r (ρ xb ). This has been proved in the following lemma:
Lemma 2:
For the quantum state, ρ AB =
x p x (ρ xa ⊗ ρ xb ) following inequality holds,
here both C 
equality holds if and only if, {ρ xa }'s are orthogonal to each other.
Using lemma 2, we have following inequality for basis dependent quantum discord and loss of coherence (CL) due to mixing;
Thus, basis independent discord is bounded above by the loss of coherence on Bob's side. From theorem 1 and equation 5, we have,
As defined earlier, IL b = χ − H(X : Y ) is the loss of information after performing a projective measurement with respect to the reference basis {|y } on Bob's system. We have the following relation for the basis Y max for which the accessible information H(X:Y) is maximum,
with IL bmin = χ − H(X : Y max ). It's is easy to see that quantum discord, which is minimum of δ(A : B) over all possible measurements on Bob's side is also bounded by IL bmin . Thus, we have the following relation,
This shows the complementarity of quantum discord and accessible information. We emphasize that Holevo bound appears naturally in the bipartite case and it's obvious from equation 8 that if Holevo bound is achievable by performing a measurement on Bob's system, there will be no quantum discord; D(A ← B) = 0. We notice that equality for the loss of information and quantum discord has been established for classical-quantum states
x p x (|x a x|⊗ρ xb ) by Yao et al [29] , however our result is more general and explicit.
To conclude, firstly we considered the task of classical communication using quantum states {p x , ρ x } when the receiver is only allowed to perform strictly incoherent operation and demonstrated the equivalence between the loss of information about x under strictly incoherence operations and the loss of coherence due to mixing. Thus, providing a information theoretic interpretation to the loss of coherence due to mixing; CL = x p x C r (ρ x ) − C r ( x p x ρ x ). For a separable density matrix ρ AB = x p x ρ xa ⊗ ρ xb , it has been proved that basis dependent discord δ(A ← B) is bounded above by the loss of coherence CL b on Bob side.
We utilized this inequality to show that the asymmetric quantum discord D(A ← B) is upper bounded by the minimum loss of information, IL bmin on Bob's system by performing the optimal quantum measurement Y max . This shows the complementarity of quantum discord, D(A ← B) and accessible information, H(X : Y max ) on Bob's ensemble. A direct implication of this result is if Holevo Bound is achievable by performing certain measurement on Bob's ensemble, quantum discord will be equal to zero.
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